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The

CoilefiiainL
Established

Small Frosh Class Poses Little Problem

Architect of
A new Era

By Lynn
A

By Julia Marlowe

Joan Straumanis liked my analogy
about the architecture of Rouen,
France. In that ancient city, one
can see evidence of every age, in
the varied architecture of its
cathedrals; each one represents
the best that its era could offer.
However, when an architect with
n
style was chosen
an
to design the most recent cathedral
(a memorial to Joan of Arc) , many
people objected that its futuristic
design would clash with the
antiquity of the city. The
argument,
of course,
was
ridiculous; the tradition of Rouen
is to move constantly ahead.
All this is analogou to Ms.
Straumanis' own view about the
consistency of change with
tradition. As a student of
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mathematics, philosophy, and

science, she advocates the liberal
arts tradition. And in her position
as our new Associate Provost, she
is urging Kenyon to keep up with
the times.
What kind of impact can we
expect this attitude to have on life
at Kenyon? Well, that depends
first, on the power of the post of
Associate Provost, and second, on
Straumanis' own powers of
persuasion among her peers.
About the former, we can't be
sure. The post has traditionally
been that of "Provost's Helper,"
responsible for various jobs that
the Provost does not have time to
do. But Straumanis explains that
the job is being "redefined"; "the
new job description includes a lot
more direct responsibility for the
academic program . . . One of my
objectives is to define it in such a
way that I can concentrate on the
heart of the matter the academic

program."
To a large extent the academic
leadership is being divided, with
Provost Jerry Irish taking charge
of faculty issues, and delegating
curricular issues to his associate's

attention. So, the position seems to
be an increasingly powerful one, if
not a completely defined one. The
potential power involved warrants
a closer look at the Associate
Provost's progressive soutlook.
Perhaps the most contentious of
Straumanis' opinions is her

strong student retention rate,

coupled with a healthy number of
transfer and returning students,
has largely offset the smaller than
average size of the Freshman
class. While the class of 1986 is
approximately 65 students smaller
than expected, the entire student
body is only about 20 students
smaller than it was at the opening
of the 1981-8- 2 College year.
Dean of Admissions John

studies at
a women's
"completely
liberal arts
as part of the
tradition,
development of human capacity.
In fact, she says "I would go
further? probably further? than
most people in thinking that it's
essential and not just consistent."
This is the belief at Denison
University, where Ms. Straumanis
taught, and was deeply involved in
women's studies, for eleven years.
It is a degree requirement at
Denison that students take a
course in either women's or
minority studies.
When asked how she envisions a
Kenyon women's studies program,
Straumanis noted that she would
like eventually to "mainstream" it
(i.e., incorporate women's studies
into every course offered, rather
than offering it as a separate
course in each department, or as

support of women's
Kenyon. She believes
studies program is
consistent" with the

Ivy-Leag-

explained

that

Assistant Dean for Student
Residences Robert Reading
agreed with Kushan's evaluation
of the situation, adding that
colleges across Ohio are facing
similar problems. Ohio Wesleyan,
for example, is down by
200 students,
approximately
according to Reading.
Dean of Students

Thomas
Edwards noted that Kenyon's
student retention rate is the
highest of colleges in the Great
Lakes College Association and the
Association of Colleges in the
Midwest. Both are organizations of
colleges similar to Kenyon.
Edwards feels that the low
attrition of students "shows some
degree of success of ours." He
adds, though, that "nevertheless

phenomenon." He explained chat
"This year was unusual because of

the

uncertainty

regarding

financial aid." Kushan said that
while "it was not the students we
were dealing with who were
suffering from financial aid loss,"
Kenyon became the victim of a
trickle-dow- n
effect, as students
who hoped to go to
universities were unable to meet
costs.
Ivy-Leag-

ue

we have to continue to analyze it

(student

..

separate
altogether
an
department). This, she believes,
would constitute its "final
acceptance."

By Sally McGill
On Wednesday. September 8. the

Kenyon College Senate opened its
1982-8- 3
academic year, inair Aian

led

the

general

meeting.

Ratchelder announced several
appointments to committees under
Senate

jurisdiction,

tie nas

appointed Karen Rockwell to the
.TnHirial Commission, completing
this body which Senate endorsed
last April to study morougniy tne
judicial process at Kenyon. The
other members are Dean Robert

Reading,

Professors Michael

Evans and Gordon Johnson, and
senior Tom Hedge.

Dean Edwards asked the student
Senators for their opinion of the
large screen TV and video tape
recorder which the College has
rented for 30 days with the option
to buy. He wondered about the
location in Peirce Hall and about
security for the equipment. The
Peirce Hall Coordinator will be in
charge of scheduling for the video
tape machine. The equipment is
being funded by the profits from
the games in the Gund Game
Room. Dean Edwards stressed
that the administration has been
seeking some way in which to give
this money back to the students
He added that the video tape
machine will enable the College to
rent first-ru- n
movies for a
reasonable weekly cost. Tom

President Jordan reported that
suggested
that
the Alcohol Study Group has Hedge
recommended the formation of an supplementary seating ought to be
Alcohol Program Board with a available, and Dean Edwards
variety of responsibilities, which replied that folding chairs would
he and Dean Edwards believe be provided.
The Senators have determined a
should be included in Senate
schedule
for
statutes. The Board would be a tentative
other
probably meetings every
panel,
continuing
working under the President's Wednesday, at 4:15 in the Biology
office.

Seminar Koom (room 210).

reasons."
The majority of those who
changed their minds about coming

to Kenyon were women, a slight
reversal of the recent trend
towards an equal distribution of
the sexes among the student body.
Kushan saw no clear explanation
for this, adding that the numbers of
men and women were close to
began.
equal before the drop-of- f

Reading,

felt

however,

that

information published in the 1982-8- 3
edition of The Selective Guide to
Colleges, may have influenced the
decisions of some women. Some

he
which
"flat-ou- t
as
inaccurate," regarding the alleged

statements,
characterized

inavailability of single rooms for
women and fraternity dominance
of Peirce dining hall may have
been especially repellent to female

prospective students, Reading

feels.
Kushan said that "It's hard to
measure how much of an effect
something like that (the Guide)
has" on prospective students'
opinions, but felt that the book had
little effect on the class of '86, since

until
February, late in the college
selection season. He noted,
however, that Oberlin, which
received a highly favorable
review, feels that the Guide helped

it was not published

them in recruiting students.
"The caliber of the Kenyon
applicant pool has jumped up,"
Kushan notes; thus, the students

5

that Kenyon accepts may be

considering offers from several
prestigious institutions, a factor
which may also have contributed
The caliber of the
to the drop-of- f.
entering class, as measured by
SAT scores, is up as well, with an
average that is 6 to 7 points higher
Kushan summed up his feelings

about this year's smaller
Freshman class by saying that it is
"something we must be alert to,
but not panic about. We plan to
make sure that it is just a one time
thing."

'
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Election Dates Set

Kenyon's New Bookstore Manager

New Manager Optimistic
By Michael Cawley

Senate Considers New TV

students do leave for all sorts of

than last year's.

Journal published contrapuntal
essays by Kenyon professors on

continued on page two

because

w

been a
course,
of
controversial one here, especially
in the past two semesters. Notably,
there have been serious criticisms
voiced in faculty meetings; also,
inApril of last year, The Gambier

has,

leaping into controversy and
taking sides rigidly." Most
objections, she believes, are the

attrition),

1

The question of women's studies

the subject.
however,
Straumanis
Ms.
admits this controversy only in
very guarded terms: "I don't want
to be seen as a person who is

ue

such as Amherst, so those schools
in turn had to go down their
waiting lists. The students thus
admitted to those schools are the
kind of students that rescinded
their decision to attend Kenyon.

the
shortfall began to develop after
July 1, as students who had
previously accepted Kenyon's
offer of admission decided instead
to attend other schools which had
held them on their waiting lists.
These students forfeited their $200
acceptance deposits to Kenyon.
Kushan stated that he does not
believe that this year's smaller
class marks a "continuing
Kushan

ultra-moder-

found
As
these students
themselves only able to afford
attending state universities,
Kushan feels, the
schools went down their waiting
lists to fill out their Freshman
classes. These students might
otherwise have attended colleges,

Travers

The Kenyon College Bookstore
has undergone a series of major
changes over the summer, due to a
change in management.
The new manager, Mr. Jack
Finefrock, has embarked upon the
changes in an effort to have the
store "reach a greatness, built of
common values, hard work, and
human caring, that will be an
encouragement to our days."
The physical layout of the store
has changed considerably, with a
separate area in the basement for
textbooks. The small, tinny radio
that had bleated Top 40 in years
past has been replaced with a
stereo system that plays classical
music as well as the likes of
Barbara Streisand. Tables and
chairs for reading magazines have
been provided, and the store has
extended many services, from art
supplies to book selection.
Who is Jack Finefrock and what
is this bearded, bespectacled
man's vision? Born in Bellefontaine,
has been
Finefrock
Ohio,
interested and involved in book
retailing for most of his life. Stints
as manager of bookstores in high

school, college and Berkeley

By Lisa Mesaros
Sunday night Student Council
Graduate School helped Finefrock chose Mike Cannizzaro '85, Sue
prepare for his first major Fitzgerald '86, and Martha
business venture before coming to Johnson '84 to serve on the
Kenyon. This venture consisted of
Events Committee.
a
bookstore
in Named to the Social Activities
managing
Chatauqua, New York.
Committee were Carol Fiedler '85,
"The store had huge deficits," John Chapman '86 and Karen
Finefrock said. "We had no Mombello '85. In addition,
money, no inventory, no supplies, Kendrick Mernitz '83 was elected
Studies
just a room. I had to learn how to to the
build a store that would pay for
itself."
Student Council also arjproved
It was at Chatauqua that Dave Fisher '85 as chair of the Food
Finefrock put into practice on a Service Committee. Fisher related
large scale the philosophy of to Council his recent conversation
business that is behind the changes
the ARA
with Tony
T
at Kenyon's Bookstore. "We floor manager in Peirce. They
decided to do things without discussed student concern over
compromise, trying as a buying Peirce Hall's policy of closing the
service to find the best, and then dining hall to students at 10:30 in
offer it in an environment of the morning.
personal involvement. We found
Fisher stated that he "spoke to
that a store like that could be quite the manager and he said the
successful."
reasons for closing Peirce are that
Finefrock believes the College they were having trouble cleaning
the up after breakfast, and that they
made
administration
management change because they were having trouble confirming
wanted a similar change here. "I their lunch count (when Peirce
think Kenyon is really trying to opens for lunch at 11 : 15)."
become a much better school; it
Council member Stephanie
wants to make a quantum jump. Suntken commented that Peirce is
The bookstore change is part of the only place on the south end of
this. They advertised in good campus where students can go for
All-Colle-

Off-Camp-

Sub-Committ-

us

ge

ee.
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Face The Challenge
With the "tyranny" of the past academic year behind us, we can all
start anew in our attempt to raise our UFA, learn our iui 01
Economics, and try to have fun and stay out of trouble at the same
time. As the upperclassmen all know, and the freshmen will soon
learn, Kenyon is not always the easiest place to accomplish all of these
things. Being as isolated as we are, we are challenged to keep our
sanity throughout our studying, and also find interesting and
innovative things to keep us occupied in our spare time.
Just as we are all challenged by these factors, we at the Collegian
are faced with the task of presenting an objective view of the issues
that face and affect us everyday. Of course, it is impossible to please
everyone. However, we feel that, by digging down below the surface
and finding the real facts, we will be able to present the news as it was
meant to be presented.
Rv carefullv editing our material we will be able to cover the news
that is pertinent to our community and not be a simple public relations
forum for various college organizations. Our purpose is to serve the
community as a whole, and we believe that we can and will meet this
challenge during the coming academic year. B.K.

Couniy Cops: Cooperate!
It is difficult to come back to Kenyon from the relative bliss of
Mom's home cooking and the freedom ot summertime, ana
editorial. In fact,
immediately write a sunny, positive, praise-packe- d
it may well be impossible. Therefore, we're not going to try. However,
one must keep in mind this perspective of sudden claustrophobia
which may temporarily cause the negative to prevail.
Students returning to Camp Kenyon will undoubtedly appreciate the
police protection we are all receiving from the Knox County Sheriff's
office; certainly it surpasses the protection of Cleveland's finest. It is
indeed a comforting feeling which we all experience as we see our own
deputy sheriff strolling down our Main Street watching out for our
safety. Unfortunately, isolated rumors have been circulating this man
has in reality not been acting solely for the preservation of peace on
the hill, but in fact has been overzealously pursuing minor traffic
offenders and other budding felons, with no shortage of antagonism.
This possibility brings to mind the question of what this man does
during the summertime when there are no lawless students on
campus. Actually, the question this rumor brings up concerns the
amount of cooperation with students the county's security forces
feel is necessary. The county's security efforts in Gambier should not
d
be
arrangements. It seems absurd to even pretend to
"protect" without treating the protectees as anything other than
potential offenders, and there is the danger that this might be the case
at Kenyon. All one can ask of the deputy sheriff is talk to us, the
innocent and the unintentionally guilty alike. M.C.
one-side-
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On Saturday, September 4 the Slugs Band fromDayton, Ohio presented a rhythm and blues concert
for the Kenyon community on the lawn behind Dempsey Hall. The wild and wooly lead singer crazily
danced and sang his heart out for an enthusiastic crowd that greatly appreciated the band's superb
musical talent and professional attitude.

Israel and PLO:Time to Negotiate
By Doug

marched into Lebanon with the

Perry

Before a just settlement can be

reached

for

the

Palestinian

refugees, the world must analyze
the factors which contributed to
the unrest in the Middle East and
which culminated in the recent
"Peace for Galilee" operation in
Lebanon. The Israelis, surrounded
by sworn enemies, are naturally
defensive; the Palestinians, a
displaced people, will not rest until
they regain their home. Until these
basic problems are solved; until
these highly emotional issues are
dealt with in a pragmatic but sensitive way, the shadow of war will
continue to hang over the Middle

in-

tention of destroying the PLO forces. To this end, the "Peace for
Galilee" operation was largely
successfulLast month, U.S. Special
Envoy Philip Habib negotiated the
agreement that led to the withdrawal and dispersal of the PLO
forces from Lebanon.. During the
nearly three months of fighting
and bombing, Israel demonstrated
its clear military superiority. This
raises the question of how much
threat the PLO and Syria constituted to Israel's security. Did

--

Israel's

defensive

maneuvers

justify the high numbers of civilian
casualties? This loss of civilian life

turned world opinion against
Israel and, whether justified or

not, clouded the issues which still
trouble the Middle East.
The PLO grew out of the exiled
The Palestinian probYern has" yet"
Palestinians' desire to regain the
to be resolved. The Israeli governhome they lost when the U.N.
created the state of Israel. The ment sought to end the problem
through warfare. Although Israel
PLO has never acknowledged
Israel's right to exist and remains freed Lebanon of the PLO and gave
its sworn enemy. For the past
that beleaguered country a chance
to start over, the Peace for Galilee
seven years, the PLO built up its
operation caused thousands of
military forces in Lebanon. Apcivilian casualties. The United
proximately 200,000 Lebanese fled
States has generally stopped short
under the lawless de facto governof condemning Israeli aggression
ment of the PLO. Meanwhile,
adpresidential
Syria, with over 10,000 troops in because
ministrations view the Israelis as
Lebanon, built numerous antimorally superior and because their
aircraft missile sites and provided
(the PLO with hundreds of Soviet-buiaggression nas always been 'defentanks.
sive' in nature. How moral, and
how defensive, was the Peace for
To the south, Israel watched the
Galilee operation? Has the Peace
PLO and the Syrians prepare for
for Galilee operation brought
war. Rather than wait for a PLO
(Syrian-backepeace to the Middle East? Is there
invasion , Israel

East.

lt
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Stroumonis Looks Ahead
result of fear that the quality of
instruction and materials will be
substandard, or that the program
be used for indoctrination.
(This was one objection raised by
Dr. Harry Clor in The Gambier
Journal.) Straumanis claims that
"what we need is trust . . . it's
important that people trust their
colleagues to maintain the quality
of the academic program."
She also supports, in theory, the
idea of establishing minority
studies at Kenyon. She believes,
however, that this shouldn't be a
y
project here because
of the extreme difficulties such a
change would present. She
comments that it is "in some sense
shocking how homogenous the
will

first-priorit-

population

and

economic

composition of this school is," but
believes the answer lies in more
active recruitment of minority

applicants, not in changing the
academic program.
A key interest of Straumanis',
and one which shows her belief in
making use of "the best our era
can offer," is the use of computers
in education. She sees the

computer

as

an

important

educational tool and likens the
value of knowing how to use one to
the value of learning to spell.
Accordinglyu, she hopes to see our
facilities expand, and would like
also to see all students take an

introductory

computer

skills

course.
Where else does Kenyon

fall'

short? Straumanis wants to
encourage
more individual
research by students as part of
their major programs. And, as a
liberally educated person, she
cringes at the fact that Kenyon
students can slip through four
years without studying any

a difference between the early
Israeli "freedom fighters" and the
PLO "terrorists"?
Israel has displaced the PLO
from Lebanon and the Palestinians'
campaign for a home has been
retarded over several years. But
the problem of "a Palestinian
homeland remains. The PLO's
military designs on Israel should
an
never be forgotten. However,
Israeli-initiate- d
war will not
resolve the Palestinian problem.
War, whether initiated by either
force, only rekindles the bitter
emotions that prevent a just
solution to the problem. Israel,
with its impressive military
superiority and American aid, will
not solve its security problems
with armed attack. The PLO
remains a threat to Israel, and will
remain so until the Israeli government negotiates a just settlement.
The "Peace for Galilee" operation
for all its tragic aspects, has
opened the way for Israel to commence serious talks with a
Palestinian people ready to
negotiate a settlement with a
legitimate state of Israel.
The Middle East dilemma will
not end with the "Peace for Galilee"
operation .If Israel is serious about
finding a just solution to the
Palestinian problem, then it must
begin serious negotiations. Unless
Israel proves itself willing to
negotiate in earnest, then its
"Peace for Galilee" operation can
only be viewed as an example of
Zionist expansionism.

at all. In her opinion,
university and eclecticism are
vital to a liberal arts education and
should be required of students.
sicience

She also wholeheartedly supports
off campus study, especially for

Kenyon, where isolation

HARDWARE. PAINTS. HOUSEWARES

Mulberry Streets

AND

LAWN

SUPPLIES

Mount Vernon. Ohio 43050
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homogeneity pose problems.
In general, it is fair to say that
Joan Straumanis is a champion of
the liberal arts tradition; she loves
to teach (a pleasure she misses at
present) and is an accomplished
scholar in various disciplines. But,
if we may return to our Rouen
analogy, she is an architect of the
modern era. "We're being false to
tradition if we don't incorporate
the best of the current age," she
says.
We must admire that attitude,
despite any differences in our
conceptions of what is our
tradition, and what is the best of
the current age.

UK
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encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be typed. The
Editor resen es the right lo edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of the particular submission.
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The Bible: Fact or Fiction?

Page Three

All Adds Up

If

turn

(5x7). Forty-tw(6x7) are nouns,
are not. These remaining common

7

o

By Ross Miller
To prove the validity of the Bible
would be impossible. It would
require volumes of religious

journals, scholars, theologians,
etc. However, it is no secret that a
significant
portion of the
population believe in the Bible as
truth. I am going to share some

thoughts and ideas that have
helped me to interpret and believe
the Bible.

One such aspect deals with the
work of a Russian immigrant, Ivan
Panin. By using the numerical
values of the Greek and Hebrew
alphabets he replaced the letters of
the Scriptures with corresponding
numbers uncovering an elaborate
mathematical pattern. He found a
pattern of prime numbers such as
11, 13, 17, and 23 but especially 7.
An example of how he analyzed the
Scriptures is illustrated by using
Matthew 1:1-1"The vocabulary
(all words except proper names)
has 49 words (7x7) ; 28 words begin
with a vowel (4x7), the remaining
21 with a consonant (3x7). Seven
end with a vowel, 42 with a
consonant (6x7). The 49 words
have 266 letters (38x7). Out of the
266 letters, 140 are vowels (20x7),
126 are consonants (18x7). Also, of
these 49 words, 14 only occur once
(2x7), 35 occur more than once

nouns have exactly 49 letters (7x7)
Male names occur 56 times (8x7).
The names of only 3 women appear
in the passage, and the Greek
letters of their names add up to 14
exactly. Panin estimated it would

.

have taken Matthew several

months, working eight hours a day
to construct the genealogy, even if
it were possible. But the names
were chosen before Matthew was
born.
Panin submitted his work to the
Nobel
Research Foundation
accompanied with a statement
that the Bible is the "Word of
God." The Nobel Research
Foundation replied that "we find
the evidence overwhelmingly in
favor of such a statement." He has
also issued a challenge throughout
the major newspapers of the world
to refute the facts ; no one has been
able to do so.

31-3-

writers,

all

2:

garbage

collectors,

from

different

(doctors, fishermen,

backgrounds

Kenyon

students, etc.) would be required
to write on subjects such as
religious themes, poetry, science,

People throughout time have
tried to prove that the Bible was
not divinely inspired. An example
occurred 90 years ago when a
passage from the second book of
Peter ("the elements will be
destroyed by fire") was used to
prove that the Bible was not
divinely inspired because an
element could not be destroyed. It
took two generations

atomic reaction can actually melt
the elements themselves. Another
example is found in Job 38:
"Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth
in his season? Or canst thou guide
Arcturus with his sons?" It has
recently been determined that
Arcturus is a star system moving
at 257 mph (the sun moves at 12.5
mph). These and other examples
show that there is unsurpassed
knowledge and wisdom in the
Bible, things are revealed that only
God could have had knowledge of
at the time when they were
recorded.
Another point deals with the
conditions under which the Bible
was written and it's authors. If we
were to write the Bible as it was
actually constructed a staff of 40

1.

philosophy,
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Day at tho Races
Day at the Races. Starring The
Marx Brothers, Allan Jones,
Maureen O'Sullivan. Directed by
Sam Wood. Released in 1937. 109
minutes. Thursday, September 16.
The most interesting part of this
that it stars the . Marx

film is

Brothers, (Groucho, Harpo,
Chico). The setting and plot
probably do not matter for the
Marx Brothers are known for their
comedy acts. Day at the Races is
no exception to this rule. But just to
fill in space and your curiosities
the plot goes something like this:
Chico plays the part of a porter
at a sanatorium, Groucho is an
imported horse doctor physician
and Harpo is a jockey. The
essence of the plot is that a man
wants to buy the sanatorium and
turn it into a casino. Money is owed
on the sanatorium which give the
gambler the chance to take it over.
But fighting fire with fire, Harpo
makes an incredible run at the
races and thus ends all hopes for
the gambler to take over the
sanatorium.
There is no doubt that 90 of the
plot is comprised of the slap stick
jokes which the Marx Brothers are
of the
famous for and also 90
reason you should not miss this
movie.

Padro, Padrono
Padre, Padrone. Starring Omero
Forte, Daverio

Antonotti, Favrizio

Poetry

The theme revolves around the
life of a young boy growing up in
the hills of Sardinia under the
heavy hand of his father. This
theme was brought to the Taviani
brothers who then made it an
award winning film. Most of the
film has landscape photography
which detracts from the essence of
the plot which is the bondage
between father and son. Some
parts of the film are bold but there
is a comparable mixture of moving
scenes.

Kind Hearts

and Coronets
Kind Hearts and Coronets.
Starring Alec Guinness, Dennis
Price, Joan Greenwood. Directed
by Robert Hamer
I believe that this is the best
movie which is going to be shown
this week. The star is Alec
Guinness who plays eight roles of
which he systematically murders.
Sounds confusing, well let me
explain further. Alec Guinness

decides

through
careful
consideration, that he must kill off
eight of his distant relatives who
stand between him and his
succession to the dukedom. It just
so happens that he plays seven of
these distant relatives.
Alec Guinness does a superlative
job in defining each of his roles.
Thus we have a more dimensional
and humorous movie than The
Three Faces of Eve.

Contests

Poetry, a quarterly the Collegian's Arts Editor, Ellen
for poets, and iWatson.
The World of Poetry contest ofAmerican Collegiate Poets AnWorld

of

newsletter

semi-annucollection,
have both announced poetry contests for talented college students.
ACP Anthology's "National
College Poetry Contest" offers $200
in cash and book prizes and free
printing for all accepted poems.
The contest deadline is October 31,
1982. For complete rules, contact

thology, a

al

They Call Me

Marconi. Directed by Paolo and
Vittorio Taviani. Released in 1977.
114 minutes.

fers a grand prize of $1,000, and 99
other cash and merchandise awards totaling over $10,000. Poems of
all styles and on any subject are
eligible to compete. Rules and official entry forms are available
from the World of Poetry, 2431
Stockton Blvd., Dept. D,
Sacramento, California 95817.

Mr. Tibbs
They Call Me Mr. Tibbs.
Starring Sidney Poitier, Martin
Candou,
Barbara McNair,
Anthony Zerbe. Directed by
Gordon Douglas. Released in 1970.
108 minutes.
This is the second film in our
Sidney Poitier series. The first of
which was "Lillies in the Field". In
this movie we have Sidney Poitier
play the role of a Pittsburg
detective.
Poitier's is a kind, sensitive,
stern, and just detective, a role
too surrealistic for a Pittsburg
detective. His wife (Barbara
McNair) also has the role of the All
American wife with his kids who
are also All American children.
Although the movie has too many
surrealistic roles, there is
entertainment for the viewer. For

all

those

p

1

Poitier fans,
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1
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Solos were more popular this year than in the past, as the class of
'86 demonstrated their vocal talent at the Freshmen Sing on
September 1, in front of Rosse Hall. The upperclassmen were
rather hard on this year's freshmen as hot dog buns, carrots, and
tomatoes were hurled at the newcomers to Kenyon. No hard
feelings were harbored by the freshmen, as many of the items were

thrown back anyway.

literary mess. The Bible was

written under such conditions and
the continuity is phenomenal. Just
reading the Bible one can see the
extreme cohesiveness. The only
conclusion that I can reach is that
the Bible was not written by40
writers but by one. The Bible
claims things unknown to other

books. The idea that the Bible was
divinely inspired becomes evident
as a person reads and studies it. I
challenge you to read the Bible and
defy that it is the "Greatest Book
Ever Written."
(Source: Winkie Pratney, Pretty

Good Printing, 1979.)

Kenyonites Open Gallery
subjects

of the twenty-eigh- t
drawings include John Hinckley's

By Ellen Watson

Kenyon's Colburn Gallery, located
behind Bexley Hall, is currently
showing collections by Kenyon
faculty member Joseph Slate, and
alumnus Jim Borgman. Both
shows include work originally

created

publication

literary

for

Slate's

two
in
children's picture books, and
Borgman's as editorial cartoons in
a variety of newspapers.
Slate's show, called "Making a
Picture Book," follows the steps he
went through to publish his books:
The Star Rocker and How Little
Porcupine Played Christmas. The
show was specifically designed for
the children of Knox County. Older
children and adults can also learn
about publishing, from the clear
chronological descriptions of the
manuscripts and galleys.
In connection with this show, the
art department is sponsoring a
lecture by Lisa Knowlton, a recent
Kenyon graduate. Knowlton works
New
City
in
York
for
CrowelLippincott Junior Books,
Harper & Row Junior Books

Group. Her lecture, entitled
Editing,
and
"Selecting,

Publishing Children's Books," is
tonight (September 16) at 8.00
p.m. in the Biology Auditorium
Downstairs, in Colburn's main
gallery, are "Cartoons and Other
Drawings" by Jim Borgman. The

V

I'd

recommend They Call Me Mr. Tibbs.

No

Daisy Kenyon

trial, Charles and Diana, the

Betamax craze, and scathing
attacks on President Reagan and
James Watt. On the far wall is a
wonderful series of colored
drawings depicting Borgman's
creative process.
Borgman has been drawing
cartoons
for the
editorial
Cincinnati Enquirer since 1976.
Borgman's cartoons are now
distributed internationally to about

150 newspapers, including the
Washington Post, the Boston

Globe, and the Chicago Tribune.
The New York Times' Week in
Review, Time, and Newsweek also

publish his work.

frequently

Borgman has won many awards
tt
for cartooning, including the
Award for contribution to
the visual arts of Cincinnati.
While at Kenyon, Jim Borgman
was editorial cartoonist for the
Collegian. His other honors
Post-Corbe-

included

the

Art Prize for

outstanding art student of the year,
the Anderson Cup for the student
who has done the most for Kenyon
during the year, and Phi Beta
Kappa, summa cum laude, and
high honors upon graduation.
Both shows will be on display at
Colburn through September 22.
The gallery's hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m. during the week, and
1:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on weekends.

DOMESTIC & WORLD - WIDE SERVICE

Membership Fees or Dues

Complete Arrangements for

Daisy Kenyon. Starring Joan
Crawford, Henry Fonda, Dana

AIRLINE

CRUISES
HOTELS & RESORTS
TRAVEL INSURANCE
TRAVELERS CHECKS
U.S. & FOREIGN

Andrews, Ruth Warrick. Directed
by Otto Preminger. Released in
1947. Wednesday, September 22.
I wonder if Daisy's last name
had an influence on the choice of
bringing this film to Kenyon. My
suspicion is enhanced by the fact
that Daisy Kenyon has a plot
which resembles a soap opera.
Daisy Kenyon (Joari Crawford)
plays the role of a Greenwich
Village artist who has her
preference for a lawyer named
Dan O'Mara (Dana Andrews). It
just so happens that this lawyer is
married and has begotten two
children. Relief comes in the plot
when dashing Peter Lapham
I,
(Henry Fonda), who is an
sweeps Daisy off her feet and
eventually marries her. Knowing
how fickle Greenwich Village
artists are, Daisy does not stay
true to her husband (I guess if she
did, then there would be no real
plot.) Keeping the plot toned down,
Lapham is patient with our Daisy
who never really makes up fvr
mind on who she wants .

r

;

t't(

and

the creation

ending of the world. Only word of
mouth could be used to collect all
the necessary information, and
hones and telegraphs would not
C
e available. In addition, the
information would take 1500 years
to collect. Today, under these
circumstances, we would create a

for science

iJ

"to catch up with God". Any
science student knows that an

397 - 2091
1
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MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
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Vennell 'Confident' About Season
By Bob Warburton

six straight shutouts working in
perfect unison with the goalies. "I
don't think we are going to shut out
playoff team would naturally feel everyone," Vennell said, '..'but we
optimistic and anxious to start the have a very talented group of
season. Kenyon soccer coach Jeff backs." Sears Carpenter and
Vennell presently enjoys this George Cohen are the reserves,
enviable situation as the Lords with one regular, Matt Gogan, on
prepare to defend their OAC North the injured list.
Paul Tobin beat out Bill
Conference title.
"Yes, I'm confident," Vennell Alderman and is the starting
proclaimed. "For one thing, it's goalie for now. Tobin has
always nice to have all your recovered from a broken arm and
worked all summer to prepare for
defensive players back."
It will be particularly nice this training camp.
Lately, Vennell has become
year. Team captain Garth Rose,
Pat Grant, George Carroll and" wary about his offense, which has
not produced well in
Rick Klaus return .from the
"No-GoPatrol." The scrimmages. Top scoring threat
Kenyon fullbacks strung together Steve Bartlett pulled a groin
Any coach that can welcome
back nine of eleven starters from a

so-call-

pre-seas-

ed

on

al

Heat Challenges Runners
By Tom Matthews

There is one fixed prospect
involved in the first meet of every
Ohio cross country season and that
is heat. Ohio autumns certainly get
cooler, but they don't do it very
quickly and never by
Now is still the time
mid-Septemb-

er.

and David Breg, one and two men
Kenyon finishers. Transfer student
Simon Burrel of Kent, England
surprised his team and his
cheering contingent with a strong
race, coming in third for Kenyon.

Senior

Co-Capta-

Andrew

in

Huggins scored fourth for the
team, followed by the other
co-capta- in,

senior Jim Parmele.

for misty mornings followed by
oven-lik-

afternoons,

e

which

generally begin, in Ohio heat time,
around eleven o'clock. And the
days stay hot for quite a while, so
that it is ridiculous for the cross
country runner to even hope for a
cool overcast afternoon for
running until around November.
Nothing changed in that area for
the first men and women's meet
last Saturday. By 10:30 it was too
warm and by 11:00, race time for

the

women,

was

it

nearly

overwhelming. Both teams raced,
however, and although the results
weren't spectacular, the overall
promise of both squads is as strong
as it's ever been.
The Ladies lost to Ashland and
Denison but managed to run
respectably in the team's first
course this
chance on the
year. Senior veteran Chris Galinat
led the women with her
time. Right behind her was
sophomore Renee Pannebaker,
who has been a pleasant surprise
for the team in her first season.
Senior
Mary Sorenson
and junior Rose Brintlinger
followed, with junior first-timKathy Peterson rounding out the
scoring five. Junior Kathaleen
Corcoran and sophomore Lynn
Riemer were right behind those
.two, finishing in Kenyon's top
seven. Also running for the Ladies
were sophomore Nancy Myers and
senior Sue Baker, back from a
year in Bogata.
The men were basically run
down by a strong Ashland team
and then lost to Muskingum by
only four poi.i-- s. The opening meet
in the
. produced some
3-m-

ile

22:00-minu-

Co-Capta-

te

in

er

turn-aroun-

team's

ds

performances,

most

notably the excellent runs by the
sophomore duo of Chris Northrup

Junior Eric Lausch and senior
Mike van der Linden rounded out
the top seven. Completing this
year's squad are freshmen John
Summerville, John Watson, and
Ross Agnor, the team's second
Englishman, Laurance Cooper,
juniors Steve Kelley and Joe
Caperna, and grizzled Kenyon
veteran John Rogan.
The first meet last year at
Muskingum produced close to the
same results for the men and
women as this year's opener, yet
by the time of the season
championship meets Kenyon beat
handily many of the teams it had
fallen to early on. Head coach Nick
Houston noted this fact after the
meet and added, "Right now it's
just a matter of getting the
workouts and the conditioning we
need under our belts. "
That, of course, as well as trying
to survive September and that,
unique Ohio heat.

muscle in practice. Vennell looks
for Bartlett to lead the offense
following last year's eight-goa- l,
four-assiseason. So far in 1982,
y
his status has been
depending on his health.
Vennell calls the junior forward
"one of the best in Ohio," adding
that he is "so dominating that he
allows other players more freedom
since teams are so busy watching

r'"m'

st

--

day-to-da-

effective support should come

from the midfield spots where
seven players will fight for three
jobs. Phil Trimble, Karl Schmidt,
and Hugh Garrott will probably
start the season opener, with Chris
Morley, Pete Hennessey, Pete
Fischelis, and Pat Flood available
for duty.
With so much talent, Vennell has
no reason to change his policy of
substituting players often. "It'll
definitely occur in the midfield,"
he says, "since we have seven
players of very similar and close

ability."
Last year, Kenyon was a team
that needed spirit to succeed on
game day. The Lords did not have
the overwhelming talent that could
play flat and still win. Bartlett,
Rose, Tobin and company
exploded late in the year,
maintaining a consistent level of
sharp intensity.
Vennell sees a need for the Lords
to stay mentally ready. "I don't
think our skill with the ball is as
good as some of our opponents. The
intensity we play with will
determine the outcome of many of
our games."
As a coach watching from the
sidelines, Vennell says the only way
he can attempt to keep spirit high
is to "make them see how
necessary it really is."
The last six Kenyon games are
against OAC North teams and will
determine if the Lords can repeat
their success. The same players
are back, but some of last year's
problems must be overcome again
this season.
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him."
Even with a healthy Steve
Bartlett, Vennell admits he is
"concerned with our offensive

scoring ability. The goals have to
come from a lot of people."
Senior Fritz Ahlers will be
Bartlett's partner at forward, and
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Football Sauad Falls to
20-- 7
Ohio Wesleyan,
and
result
By John

as a
the defense was on
the field for most of the time.

Pollard

The official Kenyon football There were some individual
season opened on September 11 offensive performances worth
against the always formidable noting. Freshman running back
Ohio Wesleyan Battling Bishops. Mike Lampe, running out of the
Although early season football tailback spot, turned many
tends to be lackluster, this match- doomed option plays into gainers
up had been built up because both with his bursting speed and cutting
teams were featuring veteran ability. Junior Rich Balka, the
rosters. Most notable of all were leading ground gainer for the
good
two
a
in
the
senior team,
starting
turned
quarterbacks, Mike Handel of performance at fullback.
Kenyon and the much heralded QB
In the second half it seemed as if
from OWU, Mike Wallace. Handel Kenyon would again dominate on
ranked eighth among division II defense and keep Wallace
QB's in passing efficiency, while contained. Having thrown two
Wallace, whose style differs from interceptions in the first half,
Handel's, is known for his forty to Wallace was again
denied
per game. possession of the ball by John
fifty
Because of his size (5'9"), Wallace Dulske's interception on OWU's
is more of a roll-opasser, which opening second half drive.
makes it quite difficult for a
After the Lords missed a field
defense to pressure him.
goal, Wallace started to get OWTI
With
Kenyon
moving with short slant passes,
Graham Heasley, Mike Dillon, which are almost impossible to
pass-attemp-

ts

ut

Co-Captai-

ns

Ross Miller, and Zack Space
providing
necessary
the
leadership, this year's football
team has both youth and veteran
talent which could turn into
something great. But on Saturday
they were faced with an OWU team

defend. Becoming much more
conservative in the second half, the
Bishops moved the ball steadily on
Wallace's arm. OWU finally got on
the scoreboard on a one-yar- d
keeper TD.
On Kenyon's next possession, the
snap was fumbled and the Bishops

which was not only experienced
but also very big.
recovered. On another steady
The first series of the game drive, OWTJ went in from the one to
turned out to typify the whole make the score 17-Whatever
game: Turnovers, turnovers and hopes the Kenyon offense had of
more turnovers. After receiving coming back were extinguished
the opening kick-of- f,
the Lords by the pressure put on Handel by
didn't move very far before OWU the Bishop defense. The Bishops
recovered their first fumble, added another score as the OWU
on Kenyon's 18 yd. line. As place-kicke- r
hit a
field
SCORES AIID r.ORE
expected, the Bishops went right to goal.
Soecar.
Kenya 1,
foam I
the air, only to have the ball picked
In defeat Kenyon gained
(ttil Wnlayai 20. Karjoi 7
Foottall
off by Kenyon junior cornerback valuable experience, which is
Doom's I Gantry
IsiM 71, DensM 45, tayoi 51
Tom Dazey. The offense was something to be optimistic about.
Ma's I&mtnr
AsiM IS, fcsJuipi CI, Keayoi El
stifled, and the Lords were forced The Lords faced one of their
UpcMiif Cjmj
to punt. OWU moved the ball toughest opponents on Saturdlay
Fill! Hockay-- . 91711 dU it Wum (Mt i), K1 taaa n. Witteaberi (4JS)
steadily downfield but had its field and gave them all they could
Footfall: yian0tttaii(7J0)
goal attempt go wide.
handle. Kenyon's defense held a
Q.CA
Mas I Roan's Gantry: 911
it Woes OUT)
Handel wasted no time in getting group of very good OWU running
Sonar: S17 at DeFanr Wk 111 at Wtosa (140)
the Lords on the scoreboard. He backs to a total of 56 net yards
Volleyball: 9TI7 W ElU at Earllua (ion)
connected with sophomore Todd rushing in 35 attempts. Wallace's
Stoner on a simple side-lin- e
189
statistics are staggering (27-4pattern. Stoner dodged one yds.), but it should be remembered
defender and was off down the that for the most part those were
continued from pog ona
in Peirce was received with keen sidelines for a 55 yd. score.
short passes, hard to defend.
After that score, Kenyon's game Kenyon's
a cup of coffee, a popular habit, interest because of the flags'
already superior
especially in winter. She suggested colorful history. The Kenyon for the most part became a defensive unit will get even better
one.
opening the second door in Peirce College flag and United States flag defensive
With
their and do well against the lesser
2
in order to make lines shorter. disappeared from Peirce 12 years swarming
defense, the Lords competition ahead, while the
Fisher said he would ask ARA to ago. The College flag was stolen, managed to put enough pressure offensive unit, whose talent is
consider leaving Peirce open from and the United States flag's on Wallace and his corps of backs evident, will gell with time and
presence was offensive to many to stifle OWU for the rest of the become formidable on the ground
10:30 to 11 :15 a.m.
President Paul McCartney students at that time. This year, first half. Kenyon's offense, and in the air. As the year
however, did not help out the progresses,
announced that Dean Edwards will both flags are returned to Peirce.
fans can expect
speak to Council on Sept. 26 about
In addition McCartney reminded defense very much. The Lords had another fine season of Kenyon
the new alcohol laws. McCartney students that upperclass Student trouble converting on third down, football.
also mentioned that he received a Council elections will be held on
copy of the report prepared by the Sept. 21 and 22. Petitions are due in
Alcohol Study Group.
the Student Council secretary's
McCartney's announcement that box in the Student Affairs Center
the flags have again been installed by 4 p.m., Sept. 17.
continued from pag on
n
hopes to create a place that is alive
places for the position, with a
ad that said that they and pleasant and meaningful.
For overnight visits by
wanted a high quality bookstore,
The concept is business-oriente- d
and were not out to make money. honesty, extending from minute
Parents and Friends
They just didn't want to lose their details of layout to the way
Call the
shirts."
employees deal with customers.
Finefrock sees his work as "an The store will special order any
extremely personal statement." record, book, or item. "We've just
He aims to create a
begun," he stressed. "We're
environment that can be a kind of working to give people a
307-433- 4
'university' to the college, bringing minimum. Then we can expand.
parts
of the world to the We have a really good chance here.
on the public squar-a.iMount Vernon
community that had in the past We've been given the freedom not
been neglected. In the process, he to compromise."
7.
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